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Non-premixed combustion often occurs in practical engines, and it is affected by the
coupling effects of chemical kinetics and transport. This study aims to elucidate the
individual effect of chemical kinetics, molecular diffusion, and convective transport on
non-premixed combustion. To this end, three types of reactive systems are investigated
by numerical simulations considering detailed chemistry and transport: (1) thermo-
chemical system: 0D homogeneous autoignition, (2) thermochemical-diffusive system:
1D non-premixed ignition in a static diffusion layer, (3) thermochemical-diffusive-
convective system: 1D non-premixed ignition in a counterflow and 2D lifted flame
in a coflow. The simulations are carried out for diluted dimethyl ether and hot air
under engine-relevant conditions with a pressure of 40 atm and hot air temperatures
of 700 ∼ 1500 K. First, homogeneous ignition process of DME/air premixture is inves-
tigated. It is found that, apart from the low- and high-temperature chemistry which are
essential in the typical two-stage ignition, the intermediate-temperature chemistry can
also play an important role, especially for slow reaction process in fuel rich regions.
Then, the effects of thermochemical conditions and molecular diffusion are assessed
for non-premixed ignition process in the 1D diffusion layer. The results show that, the
reaction front always initiates from local autoignition in most reactive regions; then
it propagates either in sequential auto-ignition mode or in diffusion-driven mode as
a deflagration wave. With various thermochemical conditions, the chemical kinetics
behave differently and produce complex multibrachial (tetrabrachial, pentabrachial and
hexbrachial) structures during the reaction front propagation. Decreasing the diffusion
layer thickness generally delays the reaction front initiation but enhances its transition
into a diffusion-driven flame. Finally, it is shown that 1D diffusion layer simulations can
qualitatively reproduce the complex multibrachial structures in 1D counterflow and 2D
coflow at certain conditions. A regime diagram is proposed to separate the effects of
chemical kinetics, molecular diffusion, and convective transport.
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1. Introduction

Non-premixed combustion is widely used in many practical combustion facilities, such as
diesel engines [1], multi-staged combustors and afterburners [2]. In these facilities, fresh
fuel is injected into a high-temperature environment at a high speed and then mixes with
hot oxidiser in a diffusion layer. After successful ignition, a non-premixed flame is estab-
lished in the cylinder. The structure and stabilisation mechanisms of the non-premixed
flame have great impact on both fuel efficiency and pollutant formation [1]. There-
fore, understanding the non-premixed combustion process in these devices is extremely
important for engine design.

Generally, two configurations have been extensively used to study the non-premixed
convective-diffusive systems: one is the strained counterflow configuration with opposing
streams of fuel and oxidiser, and the other is the coflow configuration with separating
free streams of fuel and oxidiser. In the counterflow configuration, the mixing of fuel
and oxidiser strongly depends on the flow velocity gradient or strain rate. Therefore, the
non-premixed ignition process is governed by both transport and chemical kinetics. This
is characterised by the S-curve response of maximum temperature to the strain rate [3]
and heated oxidiser temperature [4]. Recently, Zheng et al. [5] and Deng et al. [4] have
investigated the ignition of dimethyl ether (DME) by hot air in counterflow and addressed
the importance of low-temperature kinetics in the non-premixed ignition process of large
hydrocarbons.

On the other hand, in the coflow configurations the flow velocity is normal to the compo-
sition gradient and the transverse mixing. Nevertheless, convective transport and chemical
kinetics are still essential to the structure and stabilisation mechanism in lifted flames. In
the literature, tremendous effort [6–10] has been devoted to understanding the structure and
stabilisation mechanism of the lifted flames. At non-autoignitive conditions, the edge flame
is always stabilised by the dynamic balance between the inlet flow and local flame propa-
gation [7]. As discussed by Buckmaster [6], the edge flame often consists of a lean and rich
premixed flame wing with a trailing non-premixed flame centred at the stoichiometric mix-
ture fraction, appearing as a classical triple flame. However, in real engines, the mixture
is exposed to an elevated temperature and pressure environment, where autoignition can
be activated and then interact with the edge flame. In order to understand the stabilisation
mechanism at autoignitive conditions, Chung and his co-workers [11, 12] experimentally
studied the non-premixed methane and propane jet flames. They found that the lifted flames
can also be stabilised by autoignition. More recently, Krisman et al. [8] and Deng et al. [9,
13] have conducted a series of 2D simulations for DME/air coflow flames under engine
relevant conditions. They found that with the presence of low temperature chemistry, the
edge flame could translate into a tetrabrachial or pentabrachial structure at high oxidiser
temperatures. Furthermore, they found that the lifted flame could be stabilised by kinemat-
ics, chemical kinetics, or a combination of both depending on the boundary temperature
and stream inlet velocity. Except to the streamwise transport, the transverse molecular mix-
ing was also shown to have a large impact on the lifted flame structure and stabilisation
mechanism by Dalakoti and his co-workers [14].

The above studies demonstrated that chemical kinetics, molecular diffusion as well as
convective transport play a crucial role in the non-premixed combustion. However, in pre-
vious 2D flow configurations, these three effects co-exist and are always coupled. It is still
unclear how they individually affect the non-premixed combustion. Therefore, the objec-
tive of present study is to perform a systematic analysis to elucidate the individual effects of
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chemical kinetics, molecular diffusion, and convective transport on laminar non-premixed
combustion processes. To this end, three types of reactive systems are considered here.
The first one is the 0D autoignition process, for which the local premixture is sampled
from an established diffusion layer. With the absence of molecular diffusion and convec-
tive transport, the autoignition kinetics can be isolated and analyzed. The second one is
non-premixed ignition process in an initially static 1D diffusion layer, in which the effects
of molecular diffusion can be examined. The third type includes the 1D counterflow and
2D lifted flame in a hot coflow, both of which are affected by forced convective transport.

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the fuel considered here is intro-
duced, and the models and numerical methods are presented. Section 3 considers the
three-stage ignition process in a 0D homogeneous system, which is followed by the
non-premixed ignition in a 1D diffusion layer considered in Section 4. In Section 5, the
non-premixed combustion in counterflow and coflow with forced convective transport is
studied. Section 6 compares the results for different configurations and discusses the effects
of chemical kinetics, molecular diffusion, and convective transport. Finally, the concluding
remarks are given in Section 7.

2. Models and numerical methods

DME is selected as the target fuel in present study. Compared to conventional diesel
fuels, use of DME in engines can lead to a reduction in soot and NOx formation due to
its special structure [15] and hence DME has been proposed as a future transportation
fuel. Previous studies have shown that DME can undergo either a single- or two-stage
ignition process depending on the initial mixture temperature, pressure and radical concen-
tration [16]. Typically, the explosion mode of low-temperature chemistry (LTC) is argued
to be associated with the decomposition of O2CH2OCH2O2H, which results in the for-
mation of two OH molecules and highly oxygenated intermediates, e.g. HO2CH2OCHO
and OCH2OCHO. With the presence of LTC, the mixture temperature would rise mildly
by a low-temperature heat release, which is accordingly termed as the first-stage igni-
tion. The second rapid fuel oxidisation period is mainly governed by high-temperature
chemistry (HTC). It is featured by CO oxidation reactions and the chain branching reac-
tion H + O2 = O + OH. Between these two ignition stages, there is a period within
an intermediate-temperature regime which often receives less attention. Generally, the
chemical pathway in this intermediate-temperature regime is argued to be correlated with
the chain-branching reaction of hydrogen-peroxide (H2O2) decomposition [17]. However,
under most thermochemical conditions, the intermediate-temperature heat release was not
considered as a distinct stage of ignition since H2O2 decomposition quickly translates to
H + O2 chain branching and the intermediate-temperature heat release quickly merges
with the high-temperature heat release [18]. Recently, the intermediate-temperature heat
release has been found to behave as a single ignition stage during the ignition process of
DME/air [19], n-heptane/air [18, 20], diethyl ether/air as well as diethyl ether/ethanol/air
blend mixtures [21], and multi-stage ignition behaviour was observed for these mixtures.
Furthermore, the dynamics of non-premixed and premixed cool flames, warm flames and
hot flames has been widely investigated in the literature [22]. In this work, the impor-
tance of intermediate-temperature chemistry (ITC) is further highlighted in non-premixed
combustion. The emphasis is placed on the transition between LTC/ITC/HTC dominated
ignition, cool flame, warm flame, and hot flame in an auto-igniting mixture relevant to
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Figure 1. Schematics of (a) 1D diffusion layer, (b) 1D axisymmetric counterflow and (c) 2D planar
coflow. xc denotes the centre of the diffusion layer and δ is the diffusion layer thickness (colour
online).

engine conditions. In all simulations, the chemical kinetics of DME is modelled by the
skeletal mechanism of 39 species and 175 elementary reactions, which was reduced from
the detailed mechanism of Zhao et al. [23] by Bhagatwala et al. [24]. As shown in the
Supplementary document, the same multistage ignition results are predicted by the skele-
tal and detailed mechanisms. Therefore, the skeletal mechanism is used here to reduce the
computational cost.

Besides the 0D autoignition process, the non-premixed ignition and flame in three con-
figurations depicted in Figure 1 are considered. The corresponding numerical models are
presented and discussed in the following.

2.1. Non-premixed ignition in a 1D diffusion layer

To examine the effects of molecular diffusion on non-premixed autoignition, we consider
the transient ignition process in a 1D planar diffusion layer [2]. As shown in Figure 1(a),
the computational domain is 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 cm. The left side of the domain is the cold fuel,
which consists of 70% DME and 30% N2 (by volume percentage) at an initial temperature
of TF = 400 K. The right side is the hot air at a higher temperature of TO ranging from 700
to 1500 K. The composition is characterised by the mixture fraction, Z, which measures the
local element fractions that emanates from the fuel stream. In the current work, the Bilger
mixture fraction is used [25, 26]:

Z =
2YC
WC

+ YH
2WH

+ YO,O−YO

WO

2YC,F

WC
+ YH ,F

2WH
+ YO,F

WO

(1)

where Yk denotes the mass fraction of k-th element and Yk,F, Yk,Orefer to mass fraction of k-
th element in fuel and oxidiser stream, respectively. The initial mixture fraction distribution
in the diffusion layer is specified by [2]:

Z = 1

2

[
1 − erf

(
x − xc

δ

)]
(2)

where erf is an error function, xc denotes the centre of the diffusion layer and δ char-
acterises the diffusion layer thickness. Three different values of thickness δ = 10, 100,
1000 µm are selected to investigate the effect of molecular diffusion on the ignition, and xc

is fixed to be 0.6 cm in all simulations. The distribution of Yk and the enthalpy h in the dif-
fusion layer can be initialised assuming a linear mixing form between the fuel and oxidiser
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streams:

Yk = Z · Yk,F + (1 − Z) · Yk,O (3)

h = Z · hF + (1 − Z) · hO (4)

In the above equations, Yk,Fand Yk,O denote the mass fractions of k-th species on fuel and
oxidiser side and hF and hO denote the enthalpy of the cold fuel and hot air, respectively.
The initial temperature is determined according to the local enthalpy and composition.
The flow field is initially static (i.e. U0 = 0 cm/s) with a pressure of P0 = 40 atm. Outlet
boundary conditions that enforce zero gradients of mass fractions and temperature are used
at x = 0 and 2 cm.

The transient simulation of ignition process is conducted using the in-house code A-
SURF [27–29]. A-SURF solves the reactive multispecies Navier-Stokes equations in
conservative form with the finite volume method. It has been successfully used in previ-
ous studies [30–34] on both premixed and non-premixed ignition problems. Details of the
governing equations and numerical schemes are presented in Refs [27–29]. Adaptive mesh
refinement is used to resolve the fine flame structures within the mixing layer. The finest
level mesh size is 1.5 µm for cases with δ = 1000 and 0.75 µm for cases with δ = 100
and 10 µm respectively, which was demonstrated to yield accurate and mesh-independent
results by grid convergence tests.

2.2. Non-premixed ignition in 1D counterflow

To identify the impact of convective transport on the autoignition of DME, the transient
ignition process in a 1D axisymmetric laminar counterflow shown in Figure 1(b) is simu-
lated. The flow configuration is initialised by a cold N2-diluted fuel stream (70% DME and
30% N2 by volume percentage) with TF = 400 K against a hot air stream with a higher tem-
perature of TO. At first, all the chemical source terms are set to zero until the non-reacting
flow reached the steady state. The frozen flow constraint is used to determine the initial
composition and temperature profiles within the diffusion layer. The chemical reactions
are then activated; the mixture autoignites and the subsequent evolution of reaction front is
simulated. By selecting different values of inlet velocity (i.e. VF and VO) and the distance
between the two opposed inlets (i.e. L), the strain rate of initial frozen flow a is varied. For
the present study, strain rate values of a = 310 and 886 1/s are selected, which yield initial
diffusion layer thickness of δ ∼ 1000 and 10 µm, respectively. In this study, the transient
counterflow calculations are conducted by an in-house solver ULF [35, 36].

2.3. Stabilised lifted flame in 2D coflow

We also consider a convective mixing layer in a 2D rectangular computational domain, as
shown in Figure 1(c). The flow configuration is a cold fuel stream with a heated coflow
of air. The inlet condition is a convective mixing layer, the composition and temperature
profiles of which are specified by the same equations, Equations (2–4), as that in 1D dif-
fusion layer. To study the potential effect of scalar dissipation rate on the flame structure,
the parameter δ in Equation (2) is varied to give different mixing layer thickness. For the
present study, values with δ = 10, 1000 µm are selected. The 2D computational domain is
in a size of 5 mm∗1.5 mm or 5 mm∗10 mm in the y (streamwise) and z (transverse) direc-
tion, depending on the case. Uniform grid spacing in the streamwise direction is set to
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�y = 5 µm and non-uniform grid with minimum �z = 0.75 µm is set in the transverse
direction to resolve the mixing layer. At the inlet, uniform velocities of 10 m/s for both
streams are specified, which minimises the effect of shear on flame structure. The burned
mixture leaves the domain from the outlet, where zero gradients of velocity, temperature
and mass fractions are enforced. The lateral boundaries are defined as adiabatic slip walls.
During the simulations, autoignition occurs within the mixing layer and the structure of
flame evolves to steady state. All the results present in this study are obtained from the
steady-state solutions.

In this study, 2D steady planar lifted flames are simulated using the in-house solver [37,
38], which is developed based on the open-source CFD framework OpenFOAM. In this
solver, the finite volume method is used to solve the fully compressible conservation equa-
tions for multi-component reactive flows. Cantera [39] is incorporated for the calculation of
reaction rates and transport coefficients. This code was used in recent studies on premixed
flames [40–42]. More details on numerical schemes and code validation can be found in
references [37, 38]. In all simulations, the thermal and transport properties depend on the
temperature and the composition of the mixture. The mixture-averaged model is used for
mass diffusion, and the Soret effects are not considered here.

3. Three-stage ignition of DME

In this section, the ignition chemistry of DME is outlined first to explain the three-stage
ignition behaviour during the 0D homogenous ignition process, which is shown in Figure 2.
Specifically, the transient evolution of temperature, T, and heat release rate, Q, during the
0D homogenous ignition process of fuel lean (Z≈0.4Zst) and fuel rich (Z≈2Zst) mixtures
within the mixing layer of TO = 700 K are plotted in Figure 2. The mass fractions of OH,
RO2 (i.e. CH3OCH2O2), H2O2, CO and CO2 are also plotted. It is seen that for fuel lean
case with Z≈0.4Zst, three temporally distinct Q peaks are observed, each occurring with a
local increase in both T and OH profiles. These three peaks correspond to the instants when
the first-, second- and third-stage (main) ignition occurs. Therefore, the ignition delay time
is defined accordingly, which are denoted as τ 1, τ 2 and τ , respectively. Species profiles also
show unique features for these three distinct ignition stages. During the first-stage ignition,
the low-temperature species RO2 rises to a maximum value at the end of τ 1, indicating
the importance of LTC in the first-stage ignition. The second-stage ignition is associated
with a rapid consumption of the intermediate species, H2O2, which is a feature of ITC. The
third-stage ignition is characterised by the slow CO to CO2 conversion, which is a highly
exothermic reaction in the high-temperature oxidation pathway. Besides, it is seen that
during the whole ignition process, the first- and second-stage ignition dominates the heat
release, indicating the importance of low- and intermediate-temperature chemistries at fuel
lean conditions. For the fuel rich case of Z≈2Zst, a two-stage ignition is observed wherein
LTC is followed by ITC. To qualitatively differentiate the dominant chemistry of each
sub-stage ignition, a detailed chemical pathway analysis is performed in Supplementary
document and the key reactions for each ignition stage are identified below in Table 1.

Figure 3 shows the ignition delay times over Z-space for 0D homogenous ignition pro-
cess of the premixtures within the mixing layer for hot air at TO = 700, 900 and 1300 K.
It should be noted that a similar study focusing on the LTC and HTC was conducted by
Krisman et al. (see Figure 1 in Ref. [8]) using the same setup. Unlike the work of Kris-
man et al. [8], Figure 3 aims to highlight the role of ITC. It is seen that the three-stage
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Figure 2. The 0D homogenous ignition process for DME/N2/air mixture with (a) Z≈0.4Zst and
(b) Z≈2Zst at TO = 700 K and P = 40 atm, in which Zst = 0.1235 (colour online).

Table 1. Key reactions for heat release and OH production during the low-, intermediate-, and
high-temperature ignition stages of DME/N2/air mixture.

Low-temperature Intermediate temperature High temperature

L1: CH3OCH3 + OH = CH3OCH2 + H2O I1: CH2O + OH = HCO + H2O H1: H + O2 = OH + O

L2: CH3OCH2 + O2 = CH3OCH2O2 I2: HCO + O2 = CO + HO2 H2: O + H2O = OH + OH

L3: CH3OCH2O2 = CH2OCH2O2H I3: HO2 + HO2 = H2O2 + O2 H3: CO + OH = CO2 + H

L4: CH2OCH2O2H + O2 = O2CH2OCH2O2H I4: H2O2( + M) = OH + OH( + M) H4: H + O2( + M) = HO2( + M)

L5: O2CH2OCH2O2H = HO2CH2OCHO + OH I5: H2O2 + OH = HO2 + H2O H5: HO2 + OH = H2O + O2

L6: HO2CH2OCHO = OCH2OCHO + OH I6: HO2 + OH = H2O + O2

L7: CH2OCH2O2H = OH + 2CH2O I7: CH3 + HO2 = CH3O + OH

Figure 3. 0D homogenous ignition delay times for LTC (τ 1, dashed lines), ITC (τ 2, circles) and
HTC (τ , solid lines) over Z-space for various TO (colour online).
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ignition behaviour exists for a wide spectrum of oxidiser temperature from TO = 700 K
to 1300 K. At TO = 700 K, three-stage ignition is observed in hot, fuel lean regions. The
separate ignition stages gradually collapse in ignition delay time as Z increases. In very
rich regions, the HTC vanishes, and a two-stage ignition is observed. This is because on
fuel rich side, the deficient reactant O2 has been fully consumed before high-temperature
chemistry starts. As TO increases to 900 K, the three-stage ignition regime narrows and
shifts towards the fuel rich side. However, ITC is found to be close to HTC. When TO is
further increased to TO = 1300 K, two-stage ignition involving temporally close ITC and
HTC is observed in high temperature regions, while another two-stage ignition is observed
at cold, fuel rich side manifesting sequential LTC and ITC ignitions. The three-stage igni-
tion regime only exists in a narrowed region and thus plays a minor role. Besides, for all the
TO considered, the HTC is replaced by ITC at fuel rich side (e.g. Z > 0.24). This indicates
that ITC plays an important role in the relatively cold, fuel rich regions. It is noted that
here the hot air temperature TO = 1300 K is too high to be representative for diesel engine
relevant conditions. This initial temperature is discussed since the case with TO = 1300 K
and δ = 1000 µm can exhibit a unique hexbrachial structure in a 1D diffusion layer as will
be shown later, which is of fundamental interest.

It is well-known that DME chemistry contains some peculiarities and uncertainties,
especially in the low- and intermediate-temperature regimes [43]. In order to verify the
generality of the multi-stage behaviour, besides the mechanism developed by Zhao et al.
[23], the DME mechanism recently developed by Wang et al. [43] is also used to calculate
ignition delay times for LTC, ITC and HTC. The newly-developed mechanism by Wang
et al. [43] has been examined against species concentrations in DME oxidation from low
to intermediate temperatures as well as shock tube ignition delay times. It shows satisfac-
tory performance in reproducing the respective literature data. As shown in Supplementary
document, the same three-stage ignition behaviour as Figure 3 is obtained with the mech-
anism by Wang et al. [43]. However, it should be noted that during the development of the
low-temperature chemical model, most validation data is limited to those from homoge-
neous systems. Therefore, the uncertainty in the transport of LTC or ITC related species
could also affect the numerical results. In [44], the ignition and extinction of non-premixed
DME/air cool flames at elevated pressures were experimentally and computationally inves-
tigated in the counterflow. It was found that while the computational results predicted by
Zhao et al. model [23] were able to capture the experimental observation of ignition and
extinction, as well as the increasing trend of ignition and extinction temperatures with
increasing strain rate, quantitative disagreement was observed. Therefore, it is expected
that the qualitative findings from this work are reasonable and are independent of the choice
of chemical mechanisms, while discrepancy could exist in the quantitative properties, e.g.
the ignition delay time.

4. Non-premixed ignition in a 1D diffusion layer

In this section, we study the non-premixed ignition behaviour in a 1D diffusion layer.
First, a reference case with TO = 1300 K and δ = 1000 µm is presented to illustrate the
basic ignition process and reaction fronts propagation dynamics in Section 4.1. Then the
effects of initial oxidiser temperature and diffusion layer thickness on the non-premixed
ignition and the reaction front propagation are discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Finally, a
schematic of reaction front trajectory structures is summarised in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4. (a) Contour of heat release rate and (b) evolution of the reaction front for TO = 1300 K
and δ = 1000 µm (colour online).

Figure 5. Contours of (a) CH3OCH2O2, (b) H2O2, and (c) CO mass fractions for TO = 1300 K
and δ = 1000 µm (colour online).

4.1. Characteristics of the non-premixed ignition process in a diffusion layer

To demonstrate the autoignition process, the contour of heat release rate Q over Z-t space
is shown in Figure 4(a). The contours of key species, Y CH3OCH2O2, Y H2O2 and Y CO are
provided in Figure 5 for reference. It is observed that autoignition first initiates from fuel
rich (Z = 0.33) and low temperature side at around t = 140 µs (i.e. τ 1stig,1D = 140 µs).
On the other side, another hot spot is formed at Z = 0.04 at around t = 150 µs (i.e.
τ 2ndig,1D = 150 µs). Two reaction fronts are created and quickly expand outwardly. It is
noticed that the fuel leaner branch of the low temperature ignition gradually vanishes when
it propagates to the high temperature region. Therefore, at t = 1.5τ 2ndig,1D, only three reac-
tion fronts are observed: two formed by high temperature ignition (i.e. ignition occurs at
Z = 0.04) and one caused by low temperature ignition (i.e. ignition occurs at Z = 0.33).
Then, a third-stage ignition occurs at Z = 0.34 and two new reaction fronts are formed at
t = 285 µs (i.e. τ 3rdig,1D = 285 µs). The new fuel leaner branch then propagates to the high
temperature side and finally merges with the high temperature branch at t = 1.2τ 3rdig,1D.
Overall, the reaction front trajectory exhibits a hexbrachial structure, which consists of two
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fuel lean premixed branches originated from the high temperature ignition kernel (No. 2
in Figure 4(a)), one low temperature branch (No. 1) and two fuel rich premixed branches
initialised by the third ignition kernel (No. 3). Besides, there is also a weak non-premixed
branch (No. 5) stabilising at the stoichiometric mixture fraction Zst, which stands for a
typical diffusion flame. Compared to the other branches, the flame locating at Zst has a
relatively low level of heat release.

To further understand the ignition behaviours described in Figure 4(a), the dominant
chemistry and the propagation mechanism of each reaction front are investigated. For bet-
ter explanation, we track the reaction front and show the evolution of reaction front over
mixture fraction space in Figure 4(b). Here, the reaction front is numerically identified
as the location of the local maximum O2 consumption rate, ω̇O2,max. This definition can
track the locations of local heat release peak and local maxima of the temperature gradi-
ent [32]. According to the key species contours in Figure 5, the reaction fronts driven by
LTC, ITC and HTC are coloured by blue, green, and red, respectively. It is observed that
the hexbrachial structure consists of a main HTC driven tribrachial branch, a LTC driven
low temperature branch and two ITC driven premixed rich branches. The LTC branch is
featured by a local peak in temporal CH3OCH2O2 profile. ITC branches are characterised
by the consumption of H2O2 and formation of CO and HTC branches are associated with
the CO to CO2 conversion. These results indicate that the intermediate temperature chem-
istry plays an important role at the low temperature and fuel rich side. The ITC branch
corresponds to an incomplete combustion process and special attention should be paid to
the CO formation and exhaust gas treatment. The dominant chemistry of each reaction
front is further examined by chemical pathway analysis, which is shown in Section 3 of
the Supplementary document.

Then, we investigate the propagation mode of the reaction front by examining the contri-
bution of chemical reaction term and diffusion term in the governing equations of species.
For a deflagration wave, the flame propagation is dominated by the balance between
molecular transport and chemical reaction. However, for a spontaneous ignition front, the
chemical reaction term is significantly larger than the diffusion term and thereby the front
propagation is driven by sequential autoignition (or the gradient of ignition delay [45]).
Here, we consider the transport equation for the k-th species:

D

Dt
(ρYk) = ∂

∂x

(
ρDk

∂Yk

∂x

)
+ ρω̇k (5)

where Yk, Dk and ω̇k denote the mass fraction, mass diffusivity and reaction rate of the
k-th species, respectively. The terms on the right-hand side represent the diffusion and
reaction contribution to the reaction front propagation, which is referred to as D and R
later, respectively.

The transport budget analysis is performed for CH3OCH2O2, H2O2 and OH. These
species are selected since they are typical markers for LTC [46, 47], ITC [18] and HTC
[8], respectively. Figure 6 shows the distribution of diffusion (D) and reaction (R) compo-
nents, along with the heat release rate Q for points A-F marked in Figure 4(b). For points
A-C where the reaction fronts are initialised, the propagation is mainly driven by autoigni-
tion. At a later stage, a transition from autoignition-driven to diffusion-driven is observed
for the reaction fronts at points D-F, as indicated by an increase in the magnitude of D. It
is also seen for point F that the chemical and diffusion terms are well balanced in magni-
tude, featuring a typical diffusion-driven flame. Therefore, the reaction front at point D-F
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Figure 6. Local transport budget analysis for the reaction fronts in 1D non-premixed ignition pro-
cess with TO = 1300 K and δ = 1000 µm. The sub-figures show distributions of heat release rate (Q,
black lines), two parts of transport terms (R, reaction term, red lines; D, diffusion term, blue lines)
in the diffusion layer. These sub-figures correspond to the points A-F marked in the reaction front
evolution in Figure 4(b) (colour online).

is identified as a deflagration flame and it propagates in a diffusion-driven mode. It should
also be noted that the surrounding premixture at D-F is highly auto-ignitive by which
deflagration reaction front can be greatly enhanced. In this study, the conservation equa-
tions were solved in physical space and the mixture fraction was defined based on local
elements. Therefore, molecular diffusion of radicals will sometimes result in the definition
of multi-valued mixture fractions possibly due to differential diffusion (e.g. point F). This
behaviour is only caused by the definition of mixture fraction and would not change any
physics of the problem. The above results indicate that at an early stage, the reaction front
is initialised from autoignition and then propagates as a sequential autoignition front. The
growing reaction front induces larger thermal and compositional gradient. As the molecular
transport begins to play an essential role, the reaction front develops into a autoignition-
assisted deflagration wave. This transition behaviour is observed for LTC, ITC and HTC
reaction fronts, and thus is general regardless of the dominant chemistry.

4.2. Effects of hot air temperature

In this sub-section, the hot air temperature is varied to examine the thermochemical effect
on the 1D non-premixed ignition. As a comparison to the previous discussion on the case
of TO = 1300 K, the reaction front propagation structures at TO = 1100 and 700 K are
studied, and the results are shown in Figures 7 and 8.

According to the heat release rate contour for TO = 1100 K shown in Figure 7(a), the
reaction front trajectory exhibits a tetrabrachial flame structure, including a conventional
tribrachial structure preceded by an additional fuel rich branch initiating from the rich,
low-temperature side. To further understand the underlying mechanisms governing each
reaction front, similar computational analysis in sub-section 4.1 is conducted and shown
in Figure 7(b), where the reaction front is coloured according to the undergoing key chem-
istry. It is shown that an ITC kernel initiates (t = 0.3 ms) in fuel rich mixtures which is
partially reacted by the previous LTC front. The ITC kernel leads to the subsequent HTC
ignition, which develops into two oppositely moving branches: one propagating towards
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Figure 7. (a) Contour of heat release rate and (b) evolution of the reaction front for TO = 1100 K
and δ = 1000 µm (colour online).

Figure 8. (a) Contour of heat release rate and (b) evolution of the reaction front for TO = 700 K
and δ = 1000 µm (colour online).

the fuel lean side, taking over the leading ITC, then further splitting into a stoichiomet-
ric and a fuel lean branch; the other one towards the fuel rich side, gradually weakening
and replaced by the rich ITC front. Compared to the case of TO = 1300 K, where various
merging and splitting events are observed for the HTC and ITC fronts, less reaction front
interactions are observed for TO = 1100 K, and the overall ignition process shows stronger
dependence on HTC front as it propagates towards stoichiometry. For both TO = 1100 and
1300 K, the fuel mixture with a high equivalence ratio is consumed by the ITC front fol-
lowing a heading LTC front, indicating that the intermediate temperature chemistry plays
an important role in burning out the very rich fuel mixtures in real engines.

As the hot air temperature further decreases to TO = 700 K, there exists significant dif-
ferences in the structures of reaction front, compared to TO = 1100/1300 K. First, two
separate ITC and HTC fronts are observed on the fuel lean side after HTC starts, which is
different from the single HTC front as observed in the cases of TO = 1100/1300 K, leading
to an overall pentabrachial structure. Second, the initial LTC branch initiates in fuel lean
regions, leading to initially fuel lean ITC and HTC ignition kernels. The fuel rich mixtures
are consumed by two consecutive LTC/HTC fronts, instead of LTC/ITC fronts as observed
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in cases with higher oxidiser temperature. This is because for cases with high oxidiser tem-
peratures (i.e. TO = 1300 and 1100 K), the ITC ignition kernels are located on the fuel rich
side and HTC can be easily suppressed by lack of oxygen. However, for TO = 700 K, the
initial ITC and HTC kernel are located on the fuel lean side and the right two branches are
propagating towards the stoichiometric mixture fraction. During the propagation process,
molecular mixing effects enhance the propagation of HTC front such that it takes over the
ITC front.

4.3. Effects of diffusion layer thickness

In this sub-section, the analysis is further extended to consider the effect of varying mixing
layer thickness on the 1D non-premixed ignition. Figure 9 shows the contour of Q over
Z-t space for different TO and δ, along with the Z-τ plots of 0D homogenous ignition for
comparison. The ordinate is normalised by the shortest ignition delay time for ITC and
HTC in 0D homogenous ignition process, τ 0D,mr, as indicated by the 0D results and Z is
normalised by the stoichiometric mixture fraction, Zst.

The first column of Figure 9 corresponds to the cases of δ = 1000 µm, of which the spa-
tial flame structures are discussed in previous contexts for low levels of molecular diffusion
effects. Overall, for both cases with TO = 1100 K and TO = 1300 K, the propagation of
each reaction front can be well predicted by 0D homogenous ignition. According to previ-
ous transport budget analysis results, with a relatively low level of molecular diffusion, the
reaction fronts are mainly driven by sequential auto-ignition at an early stage. The reaction
front propagates as a sequential autoignition front, which can be accurately predicted by
local 0D autoignition. With the accumulation of diffusion effect, the reaction front develops
into a deflagration wave, enhanced by the surrounding auto-ignitive premixtures. There-
fore, small discrepancy is observed between the upper half of the 1D and 0D plots. The
discrepancy is expected to increase with the ratio between the time scales for ignition and
molecular diffusion, which is characterised by the inverse of Damkohler (Da) number. In
order to distinguish the effects of molecular diffusion and convective transport in the fol-
lowing discussion, the Damkohler number here is defined as DaDiff = τDiff /τ ig,0D, in which
τ ig,0D is the delay time of 0D homogenous ignition, and τDiff is the characteristic diffusion
time. We have τDiff = 1/χ st, where χ st is the scalar dissipation rate at the stoichiomet-
ric mixture fraction (Figure 10), which is defined as χ st = (2D(dZ/dx)2)st. Here, D is the
mass-averaged diffusion coefficient. Therefore, the discrepancy is expected to increase
during the reaction front propagation (i.e. when τ ig,0D increases). With the decrease of oxi-
diser temperature, the mixture reactivity becomes lower. At TO = 700 K, the characteristic
ignition time τ ig,0D becomes one order larger than that at TO = 1100 and 1300 K. There-
fore, DaDiff becomes smaller and molecular diffusion effect becomes more pronounced for
TO = 700 K (larger discrepancy is observed between the 1D and 0D plots in Figure 9(c)).

Then the effect of molecular diffusion on the non-premixed ignition is discussed by
decreasing δ to 100 and 10 µm, as shown in the second and third column respectively in
Figure 9. For TO = 1300 K, the onset of LTC ignition shows marginal dependence on δ,
while the initiation of main-stage combustion at the fuel lean side is significantly delayed
by the decreasing δ due to the stronger heat loss induced by increasing thermal gradient.
For δ = 100 and 10 µm, the characteristic diffusion time decreases (τDiff = 1/χ st∼10−2

1/s at δ = 100 µm and τDiff = 1/χ st∼10−4 1/s at δ = 10 µm) and thereby the ratio between
the time scales for molecular diffusion and ignition, DaDiff = τDiff /τ ig,0D becomes smaller.
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Figure 9. Contours of heat release rate over Z-t space for (a) TO = 1300 K, (b) TO = 1100 K, (c)
TO = 700 K with δ = 1000, 100, 10 µm from left to right. The first-, second-, third-stage ignition
delay in 0D cases are shown in each sub-figure using dashed lines, solid triangles, and solid lines,
respectively (colour online).

Therefore, the transition of the reaction front from a sequential ignition front to a defla-
gration flame is expedited. As a result, larger discrepancy is observed between 1D and
0D results as δ decreases. Besides, it is also noticed that the heat release rate of the
diffusion flame increases with the decreasing δ, which implies that the diffusion flame
is enhanced by the strong molecular transport and the overall oxidation process shows
stronger dependence on non-premixed counterpart.
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Figure 10. Initial profiles of dissipation rate within the mixing layer for TO = 700, 1100, 1300 K
with δ = 1000, 100, 10 µm (colour online).

As TO decreases to 1100 K, the main-stage ignition occurs at fuel rich side and is gradu-
ally delayed by decreasing δ. One difference is that the LTC is more delayed compared to
the 0D results in the presence of strong molecular diffusion (δ = 10 µm). This is because
the mixture reactivity is lower in TO = 1100 K, corresponding to a longer characteristic
ignition delay time τ ig,0D and rendering more dependence on molecular diffusion.

As TO continues to decrease to 700 K, the LTC ignition shows more dependence on δ:
decreasing δ delays the LTC initiation but enhances its transition into a deflagration flame.
It is also found that the main-stage ignition is first promoted (δ = 100 µm) and then inhib-
ited (δ = 10 µm) with the decreasing δ. This is arguably caused by the fact that at low
temperature, the temperature of the ignition spot is not as high as that at high temperature,
which induces a lower thermal gradient. As δ decreases, fuel molecules can be more easily
transported into the ignition kernel due to the larger compositional gradient, which pre-
vails over the inhibitive effects caused by the heat loss due to the larger thermal gradient,
and thus promotes the ignition. When the diffusion layer thickness further decreases to
δ = 10 µm, the effect of heat losses becomes dominant again and thus delays the ignition.
The non-monotonic behaviour is caused by the competing effects between the fuel transfer
into the ignition kernel and heat transfer out of the ignition kernel.

Although the decrease in diffusion layer thickness delays the ignition process for
TO = 700 K and TO = 1100 K, it does not vary the basic thermal structures for these
two cases. As shown in Figure 9, the reaction front trajectories remain in a tetrabrachial
and pentabrachial branch for TO = 1100 K and TO = 700 K. However, for TO = 1300 K,
a structure transition from hexbrachial (δ = 1000 and 100 µm) branch to tetrabrachial
(δ = 10 µm) structure is observed. According to the transport budget analysis in the Sup-
plementary document, this phenomenon is caused by the fact that the high temperature
branch propagation overtakes the ITC ignition. Therefore, the two reaction fronts caused by
ITC ignition kernel are undermined and the overall reaction front trajectory translates into
a tetrabrachial structure. Despite it, it is found that ITC still plays an important role when
the reaction front enters the intermediate temperature regime. It should be emphasised that
the importance of ITC effect cannot be solely indicated by the structure of reaction front
trajectory. The only way to evaluate the importance of ITC effect is to perform chemical
pathway analysis and identify the dominant chemistry for each reaction front.
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In summary, the ignition delay times and thermal structures of the reaction front tra-
jectories in 1D non-premixed ignition mainly depend on the competing effects between
autoignition and molecular transport. When the molecular effect is not important (i.e.
DaDiff is large), the reaction front propagates in sequential autoignition mode which is basi-
cally determined by local autoignition characteristics of the premixture within the diffusion
layer. When decreasing the hot oxidiser temperature (increasing τ ig,0D) or decreasing the
diffusion layer thickness (decreasing τDiff ), the molecular diffusion becomes essential,
which delays or promotes the ignition and translates the sequential auto-ignition fronts
into diffusion-driven deflagration flames.

4.4. Schematic of reaction front trajectory structures

The above sub-sections investigate the effects of chemical kinetics and molecular diffu-
sion on the structure of the reaction front trajectory during the 1D non-premixed ignition
process. In this context, a regime diagram for different reaction front trajectory structures
is proposed and shown in Figure 11.

Qualitatively, when the mixing level is not high (χ∼100 1/s), increasing the oxidiser
temperature while keeping the constant scalar dissipation rate, the trajectory structure tran-
sits from a pentabrachial branch (Regime I) to a tetrabrachial branch (Regime II), then to a
hexbrachial branch (Regime III). With each structure including a leading LTC branch and
a classical HTC tetrabrachial branch, an ITC reaction front stands on fuel lean side at low
oxidiser temperature (TO = 700 K), suppressed at intermediate temperature (TO = 900 and
1100 K), and two ITC reaction fronts are initiated from a separated ignition kernel on fuel
rich side at high oxidiser temperature (TO = 1300 and 1500 K).

Similarly, if the mixing level increases at fixed hot oxidiser temperature, the trajectory
structure does not significantly vary at low oxidiser temperature (TO = 700–1100 K). At
high oxidiser temperature (TO = 1300–1500 K), transition from a hexbrachial structure
(Regime III) to a tetrabrachial structure (Regime II) is achieved by moving vertically across
the regime diagram, which has been discussed in sub-section 4.3.

It is noted that a limited number of 1D simulations are conducted to illustrate the
structure regime diagram. Therefore, it is difficult to quantify the boundaries between the
regimes and only a qualitative trend is presented here.

5. Non-premixed combustion in counterflow and coflow

In the above 1D diffusion layer, convection is induced by thermal expansion and there is
no forced convection parallel or normal to the mixture fraction gradient. In this section,
the effect of forced convective transport will be discussed by considering non-premixed
combustion in 1D counterflow and 2D coflow (as shown in Figure 1b,c). In the literature,
the effect of strain rate in 1D counterflow and the effect of inlet velocity in 2D coflow have
been widely discussed [9, 13, 48]. To avoid repetitive discussion, the emphasis of this
section is placed on demonstrating the importance of newly discovered ITC effect in the
thermochemical-diffusive-convective system. To this end, TO = 1300 K is selected as the
exemplary case. At TO = 1300 K and δ = 1000 µm, two additional branches are caused
by ITC, which offers a good chance to visualise the ITC effects.

Figure 12 compares the response of reaction front/flame structure to varying convective
transport in different flow configurations at TO = 1300 K with χ ∼100 1/s. The heat release
rate contours are plotted in mixture fraction-time (Z-t) space for 1D transient counterflow
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Figure 11. Schematic of the structures of reaction front trajectory predicted by 1D simulations.
LPB, NPB and RPB denote lean premixed branch, non-premixed branch, and rich premixed branch
for high-temperature chemistry, respectively. PIB denotes premixed branch for intermediate-temper-
ature and PLB denotes premixed branch for LTC. The solid squares, triangles and circles marked
in the 2D regime diagram denote the pentabrachial, tetrabrachial and hexbrachial trajectory struc-
tures predicted by 1D simulations with varying hot air temperature (TO = 700, 900, 1100, 1300 and
1500 K) and diffusion layer thickness (δ = 10, 100 and 1000 µm with χ∼104, 102 and 100 1/s).

autoignition and in mixture fraction-streamwise coordinate (Z-y) space for the 2D lifted
flame. By assuming constant velocity along the vertical axis, the unsteady 1D results at
different times can be mapped to the ordinate to mimic the flame evolution along the
streamwise direction and thereby the 1D reaction front trajectory structures can be com-
pared with 2D lifted flames. As seen from Figure 12, qualitative agreement is observed for
the trajectory/flame structures in different configurations, with each contour exhibiting a
hexbrachial structure.

In the counterflow configuration, the convective transport is parallel to the temperature
and species stratification. Therefore, increasing the fuel and oxidiser stream velocity is
expected to vary the mixing level between fuel and oxidiser and modify the local ignition
characteristics within the diffusion layer. The effect of forced convection on the transient
ignition process can be characterised by DaConv = τR/τ ig,0D, in which τR is the charac-
teristic convection time, and τ ig,0D is the delay time of 0D homogenous ignition. For a
counterflow configuration, τR can be defined as τR = 1/a, where a is the global strain rate.
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Figure 12. Contours of heat release rate for (a) transient ignition in a 1D diffusion layer, (b) tran-
sient ignition in a 1D counterflow and (c) a 2D lifted flame at TO = 1300 K and χ ∼100 1/s (colour
online).

When TO = 1300 K and χ ∼100 1/s, the strain rate of the flow field is a = 310 1/s. Under
such condition, the characteristic ignition delay time (τ ig,0D∼10−4 s) is about two orders
of magnitude smaller than the characteristic convection time (τR∼10−2 s). Therefore, the
reaction front trajectory is mainly dominated by autoignition and can be well predicted by
1D diffusion layer results at δ = 1000 µm. Besides, in a 1D diffusion layer, the dissipation
rate profile always decays during the transient ignition process, while in the counterflow
configuration it is maintained at a fixed level. Therefore, as shown in Figure 12, the heat
release rate of the diffusion branch is observed to be the highest in the counterflow config-
uration among all three cases, indicating that the molecular diffusion is greatly enhanced
by forced convection. This enhancing effect is expected to be more pronounced at low
oxidiser temperatures, where the time scale of ignition is comparable to that of dissipation
rate decay.

On the other hand, in the coflow configuration the convective transport is in the normal
direction of the mixture fraction gradient. Previous studies [13, 14] have shown that for
an autoignitive system, the thermal structure of 2D lifted flames depends on the stabilisa-
tion mechanism, which is influenced by inlet velocity. When the inlet velocity is below a
threshold value, the lifted flame is attached to the burner. When the inlet velocity is higher
than the threshold value, the flame is stabilised by a kinematic balance between flame
speed and incoming flow. Further increasing the inlet velocity, the contribution of autoigni-
tion to flame stabilisation would continue to increase. When the inlet velocity is high
enough, flame stabilisation mechanism will transit to autoignition stabilisation and only
the transport processes parallel to the mixture fraction gradient are important. The effect
of inlet velocity on the flame stabilised mechanism can also be characterised by DaConv

= τR/τ ig,0D, which is defined as the ratio between fluid residence time and autoignition
delay time. Here, τR = L/Vin, where L is the lifted height of the flame (from jet exit to
flame base) and Vin is the inlet velocity. For a sufficient long residence time (i.e. DaConv

∼ 1), autoignition occurs in a distributed region and the lifted flame is mainly stabilised
by autoignition. A shorter residence time with DaConv < 1 indicates that the autoignition
occurs over a smaller region of space, leading to an increased importance of molecular
diffusion. When TO = 1300 K and χ ∼100 1/s, τRis in the same order of τ ig,0D and hence
DaConv ∼ O(1). In this context, the lifted flame is mainly stabilised by autoignition and
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Figure 13. Contours of heat release rate for (a) transient ignition in a 1D diffusion layer, (b) tran-
sient ignition in 1D counterflow and (c) 2D lifted flame for TO = 1300 K and χ ∼104 1/s (colour
online).

the thermal structure is controlled by the chemical kinetics and molecular diffusion par-
allel to the mixture fraction gradient. Therefore, in Figure 12 the flame structure can be
qualitatively characterised by 1D diffusion layer results. It is noted that in the coflow con-
figuration, the streamwise convection can also modify the transverse mixing. Therefore,
the fuel and oxidiser downstream are expected to be better mixed. However, in the present
simulations, high uniform velocities of 10 m/s for both streams are specified at the inlet,
which minimises this effect.

As the molecular diffusion effect further increases, the predicted 1D reaction front tra-
jectory translates from a hexbrachial structure (Regime III) to a tetrabrachial structure
(Regime II). In counterflow configuration, when the flow strain rate is increased from 310
1/s to 886 1/s, the thickness of the initial diffusion layer decreases from 1000 µm to 10 µm
(the dissipation rate increases from χ ∼100 to χ ∼104 1/s). The DaConvnow is in the order
of 10−1, which implies that the reaction front trajectory is now more affected by higher
mixing level induced by forced convection. Therefore, as shown in Figure 13, the reac-
tion front trajectory can be predicted by 1D diffusion layer with a small thickness (i.e.
δ = 10 µm). In 2D coflow configuration, the fluid residence time τR is still in the same
order of τ ig,0D in the current case and thereby 2D lifted flames are stabilised by autoigni-
tion. Therefore, the current 1D diffusion layer simulation can also qualitatively characterise
the overall flame structure in the 2D coflow configuration even for a high dissipation rate
case.

The consistent hexbrachial and tetrabrachial structures of the three configurations shown
in Figures 12 and 13 indicate that transverse diffusion across the mixing layer is impor-
tant in producing the complex multibrachial flame structures. Besides, ITC still plays an
important role when forced convection is present.

6. Discussion

The above sections have investigated the effects of chemical kinetic, molecular diffusion
and convective transport on the thermal and chemical structures of the transient non-
premixed autoignition/flames, while the discussion on the convective transport effect is
limited. For the completeness, we combine the results from the current study with the
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Figure 14. A qualitative regime diagram for the thermal structure of non-premixed combustion at
TO = 1300 K, which is classified using two variables: DaDiff = τDiff/τ ig,0D measuring the effect of
molecular diffusion, and DaConv = τR/τ ig,0D measuring the effect of convective transport.

findings reported by Deng et al. [13] to structure a complete regime diagram which includes
all the underlying mechanisms (i.e. chemical kinetics, molecular diffusion and convective
transport) that can affect the structure of reaction front and/or flame structures during the
non-premixed combustion. A regime diagram for TO = 1300 K is shown in Figure 14 as
an example.

Qualitatively, when the molecular diffusion and convective effects are negligible in
regime A, i.e. both 1/DaDiff and 1/DaConv are small, the thermal structure is basically
determined by the autoignition chemistry, which can be characterised by 0D simulations
shown in Figure 3. When the molecular diffusion is above certain threshold level (i.e.
large 1/DaDiff and small 1/DaConv in regime B), the thermal structure is controlled by both
chemical kinetics and molecular diffusion, which can be predicted by the 1D diffusion
layer regime diagram shown in Figure 11. These two regimes construct a fundamental
understanding of the basic ignition and flame regimes in non-premixed combustion. When
forced convection is present, the effect of convective transport plays a different role in
counterflow and coflow. In the counterflow configuration, the molecular diffusion effect
correlates strongly with the convective transport. In this context, the convective transport
mainly influences the thermal structure by varying the initial dissipation rate profile (i.e.
τDiff and thereby DaDiff ) within the diffusion layer, which is characterised by regimes A and
D in the diagram. When 1/DaDiff and 1/DaConv are both small (i.e. in regime A), the non-
premixed ignition in counterflow is dominated by autoignition chemistry, which can be
characterised by 0D simulations results. When 1/DaDiff and 1/DaConv are both large (i.e. in
regime D), the non-premixed ignition in counterflow is a thermochemical-diffusive system,
which can be predicted by the 1D diffusion layer regime diagram. In the coflow config-
uration, the inlet flow is in the direction normal to the species gradient and thereby the
effects of convective transport and scalar dissipation rate can vary independently. There-
fore, the lifted flame could be stabilised in any regime in the diagram (i.e. regimes A, B,
C, D). When the inlet fluid has a long residence time (i.e. small 1/DaConv, regimes A and
B), the flame is mainly stabilised by autoigniton. The thermal structure is controlled by
chemical kinetics and transverse molecular diffusion, which can be predicted by the 0D
autoignition and 1D diffusion layer results. When the flame is stabilised by a kinematic
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balance between flame speed and incoming flow velocity or even becomes attached to the
burner (i.e. large 1/DaConv, regimes C and D), the thermal structure is unpredictable. For
example, the triple point and the HTC ignition location may appear at approximately the
same location (see the structures in regime C). Besides, less branches may be observed for
the lifted flame and the main branch of the lifted flame appears as a classical triple flame
[13, 14]. This indicates that when treating transient coupling between chemical reactions
and mixing, great attention is required, especially when the chemistry is slow compared to
mixing (i.e. low relevant Da numbers).

The new regime diagram constructed in this study is a further extension to Deng et al.’s
work [9, 13]. As shown in Figure 14, regimes A and C in the diagram include the findings
from Deng et al. [9, 13], which show that decreasing the inlet velocity would change the
lifted flame stabilisation mechanism from kinetic stabilisation to kinematic stabilisation
and even burner stabilisation. Apart from it, the influence of transverse molecular diffu-
sion and the effect of forced convection parallel to the mixture fraction gradient on the
non-premixed combustion are also included in the new regime diagram. These effects are
characterised by regimes A and B and regimes A and D in Figure 14, respectively.

7. Conclusions

In this work, a systematic analysis is performed to elucidate the individual role of chemi-
cal kinetic, molecular diffusion and convective transport in the non-premixed combustion
of DME by hot air under engine-relevant conditions. First, 0D homogeneous ignition of
the DME/air premixtures is investigated to understand the role of chemical kinetics in the
non-premixed autoignition. Apart from the two-stage ignition of DME which typically
involves LTC and HTC, the importance of ITC in non-premixed combustion is further
identified. It is found that the three-stage ignition behaviour can occur over a wide range
of mixture compositions with different hot oxidiser temperatures. Furthermore, relevant
species distributions are analyzed to identify the key chemistry associated with each igni-
tion stage. It is found that CH3OCH2O2, H2O2, CO and CO2 can be used as good markers
to characterise low-, intermediate-, high-temperature autoignition processes, respectively.
Then, 1D diffusion layer simulations are performed under different thermochemical con-
ditions and molecular mixing levels to investigate the effects of chemical kinetics and
molecular diffusion. It is found that multiple reaction fronts arise during the three-stage
ignition, resulting in a complex multibrachial structure. ITC plays an important role in the
non-premixed ignition, especially when burning the rich fuel at intermediate temperature
regions, which has often received limited attention in previous studies. Transport budget
analysis is conducted and shows that the reaction front initiates from local autoignition
near the most reactive regions and then develops into either a sequential autoignition front
or a diffusion-driven deflagration flame. Increasing molecular diffusion generally delays
the initiation of reaction fronts but enhances the transition into the diffusion-driven flame
mode. A 2D regime diagram is proposed to describe the reaction front trajectory structure
based on the varying hot oxidiser temperature and scalar dissipation rate. It is seen that
when molecular mixing is at a low level, the trajectory structure is basically determined by
autoignition characteristics. There is a thermal structure transition from a pentabrachial to
tetrabrachial then to hexbrachial structure as TO increases from 700 to 1500 K. Increasing
molecular diffusion reduces the number of reaction front branches since the reaction fronts
originating from autoignition are taken over by the diffusion-driven flames. Finally, 1D
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counterflow and 2D coflow simulations are conducted to understand the autoignition pro-
cess of DME in the hot air environment with the presence of both molecular diffusion and
forced convective transport. It is found that the 1D diffusion layer simulations can qual-
itatively predict the multibrachial flame structures obtained from 1D counterflow and 2D
lifted flame simulations at certain conditions. The reasonably good agreement indicates the
importance of transverse diffusion across the mixing layer in producing the complex multi-
brachial flame structures. Combining the results obtained in this work with the findings
reported in the literature, a complete regime diagram is proposed to qualitatively separate
the effects of chemical kinetics, molecular diffusion, convective transport, and kinematics
on the non-premixed combustion of DME under engine-relevant conditions.

In present study, it is demonstrated that ITC shows an important role in the fuel rich,
intermediate temperature regions over a wide range of thermochemical conditions, mixing
levels and flow conditions. So far, the three-stage ignition behaviour of DME under engine-
relevant conditions has not been observed in experiments. Therefore, in future work, it
would be interesting to validate such phenomenon in experiments. Furthermore, in prac-
tical engines, turbulent flames always experience a large fluctuation in local temperature,
dissipation rate and flow velocity. Therefore, the ITC effect investigated in this study could
have important implications for turbulent non-premixed combustion under engine-relevant
conditions, especially for fuel efficiency and pollutant formation. In literature, there are
many studies on single- and two-stage ignition in a turbulent mixing layer (e.g. [1, 49–
51]). In future works, it would also be interesting to consider the influence of turbulence
on the three-stage ignition.
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